
5 Essential Steps to Get Started 
with Virtual Selling
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Plan and Prepare. Emphasize the importance of sales

planning and remote collaboration to ensure all your team

members are on the same page. Organized teamwork is

the only guaranteed path to successful virtual selling.

Deliver Engaging Interactions. While virtual environments are

more accessible, the level of engagement and interaction

may differ from an in-person sales meeting. As such, sales

reps must understand the buyer's digital signals - views,

downloads, and shares - to understand interest and when to

engagen prospects throughout the purchase journey. 

Focus on Sales Enablement. Selling virtually requires a

different skill set than in-person. Focus on how sales can

leverage digital tools to create interactive and engaging

buying experiences for buyers. This includes a mix of

playbooks, online tools (e.g. digital sales rooms), and other

information to help sell your products and services more

effectively and build trust with customers. 

Promote Your Brand. There is a lot of competition for your

buyer's attention online. That's why consistently reinforcing and

promoting your brand across all sales channels is important -

virtual backgrounds and screen savers, displaying the

corporate logo throughout, and emphasizing the company

tagline or mission. This keeps your company, brand, and

messaging front and center with prospective clients. 
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Get to the Point. Quickly. Attention spans are shorter with

virtual selling. Train your sales team to deliver your key

messaging and value propositions in a few sentences. Provide

tools, such as virtual conversation bots, to help sellers

navigate the virtual selling process faster. By delivering key

information to prospects quickly, sellers can focus on

dynamically engaging with customers. 

 

Designed with buyers in mind, Enable Us is redefining B2B digital buying experiences for
sellers, buyers and customers. We provide the most versatile seller and buyer enablement
platform built to make the buying experience more efficient, transparent and personal. 

Schedule a demo to learn how we can help your virtual selling and sales enablement needs.

http://www.enableus.com/products/digital-sales-room
https://hubs.la/Q01BrjD10

